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BOOK 3 IN THE USERNAME SERIES Evie longs to put her e.scape adventures
behind her. She's battle-scarred and determined to move on, but an outcast from
her digital paradise is set on revenge. Knox roams the streets and pledges to
punish the girl who dismissed his kind from the real world. Soon, his plans go
beyond personal, and Knox plots an uprising that could bring life as we know it to
an end. Faced with an uprising on a global scale, as well as issues on the
friendship and romance frontline, Evie must stage a fight back that calls her own
existence into question.
A powerful, compelling novel from the critically-acclaimed author of I Am
Thunder, about making friends, and breaking them too. Fifteen-year-old Ilyas is
under pressure from everyone: GCSE's are looming and his teachers just won't
let up, his dad wants him to join the family business and his mates don't care
about any of it. There's no space in Ilyas' life to just be a teenager. Serving
detention one day, Ilyas finds a kindred spirit in Kelly Matthews, who is fed up
with being pigeonholed as the good girl, and their friendship blows the social
strata of high school wide open. But when Kelly catches the eye of one of the
local bad boys, Imran, he decides to seduce her for a bet – and Ilyas is faced with
losing the only person who understands him. Standing up to Imran puts Ilyas'
family at risk, but it's time for him to be the superhero he draws in his comicbooks, and go kick the moon. Kick the Moon, is Muhammad Khan's explosive
second novel, with original comic-book art from Amrit Birdi, bestselling illustrator
of Username:Evie. 'Funny, angry, powerful' Patrice Lawrence, award-winning
author of OrangeBoy 'A powerful novel that encapsulates the experiences of
teenage boys with wit and heroism' Nikesh Shukla, author of Run Riot '[Written]
with humour and empathy' Independent '[An] ambitious, wryly funny, optimisticagainst-the-odds novel' Times Literary Supplement 'Khan's gift for authentic
characters and believable dialogue makes his writing sing' Bookseller
A dramatic and emotional story about one girl’s determination to stand by her
beloved animals – and her refusal to give up, even in the face of impossible odds.
From one of Granta’s Best Young British Novelists, a stunningly insightful,
emotionally powerful new novel about an outsider haunted by an inescapable
past: a story of loneliness and survival, guilt and loss, and the power of
forgiveness. Jake Whyte is living on her own in an old farmhouse on a craggy
British island, a place of ceaseless rain and battering wind. Her disobedient
collie, Dog, and a flock of sheep are her sole companions, which is how she
wants it to be. But every few nights something—or someone—picks off one of the
sheep and sounds a new deep pulse of terror. There are foxes in the woods, a
strange boy and a strange man, and rumors of an obscure, formidable beast.
And there is also Jake’s past, hidden thousands of miles away and years ago,
held in the silences about her family and the scars that stripe her back—a past
that threatens to break into the present. With exceptional artistry and empathy,
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All the Birds, Singing reveals an isolated life in all its struggles and stubborn
hopes, unexpected beauty, and hard-won redemption. This eBook edition
includes a Reading Group Guide.
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people,
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince
Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this
futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.
Evie is safe home, but her heart remains in e.scape. She's desperate to return,
but the app that transports her has corrupted in the great reboot. When besotted
geek, Lionel, offers to help, he doesn't just restore the gateway as she had
planned. He opens up a series of revelations that calls into question everything
Evie treasures in life. With a momentous discovery to be unearthed in the virtual
realm, and an e.scape fugitive on the loose in reality, can our sidelined schoolgirl
save not one world but two?
Evie has a magical bracelet that allows her to conjure anything she wants out of
thin air and when she finds some mischievous sprites in the next-door garden,
she's off on a magical adventure!
In the bestselling tradition of Ella and Olivia, comes another book in this new
series for early readers about best friends, Evie and Pog. Evie and Pog are very
best friends. They live in a tree house over a daisy-spot lawn. Evie is six years
old. She likes books and cake and playing with her friend Noah. Pog is a pug. He
is two and likes to drink tea and read the newspaper. He also likes vegetables.
But most of all, Evie and Pog love to have fun. Join them, and some very cute
puppies, on three more adventures - Reno Rumble, Classroom Contraption and
Puppy Park!
A map into the past. A long-lost young woman. And a thirty-year family mystery.
The Hunter Valley, 1880. Evie Ludgrove loves to chart the landscape around her
home—hardly surprising since she grew up in the shadow of her father’s
obsession with the great Australian explorer Dr. Ludwig Leichhardt. So when an
advertisement appears in The Bulletin magazine offering a thousand-pound
reward for proof of where Leichhardt met his fate, Evie is determined to use her
father’s papers to unravel the secret. But when Evie sets out to prove her theory,
she vanishes without a trace, leaving behind a mystery that haunts her family for
thirty years. Letitia Rawlings arrives at the family estate in her Ford Model T to
inform her great-aunt Olivia of a loss in their family. But Letitia is also escaping
her own problems—her brother’s sudden death, her mother’s scheming, and her
dissatisfaction with the life planned out for her. So when Letitia discovers a
beautifully illustrated map that might hold a clue to the fate of her missing aunt,
Evie Ludgrove, she sets out to discover the truth. But all is not as it seems, and
Letitia begins to realize that solving the mystery of her family’s past could offer
as much peril as redemption. A gripping historical mystery for fans of Kate
Morton and Natasha Lester’s The Paris Seamstress, The Cartographer’s Secret
follows a young woman’s quest to heal a family rift as she becomes entangled in
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one of Australia’s greatest historical puzzles. “A galvanizing, immersive
adventure . . . forcing the characters to reckon with the choice found at the crux
of passion and loyalty and the power of shared blood that can either destroy or
heal.” —Joy Callaway, international bestselling author of The Fifth Avenue Artists
Society Daphne du Maurier Award Winner, 2021 Historical story with both
romance and mystery Full-length, stand-alone novel (c. 104,000 words) Includes
discussion questions for book clubs
A 2015 Newbery Honor Book & New York Times bestseller! Going to school and
making new friends can be tough. But going to school and making new friends
while wearing a bulky hearing aid strapped to your chest? That requires
superpowers! In this funny, poignant graphic novel memoir, author/illustrator
Cece Bell chronicles her hearing loss at a young age and her subsequent
experiences with the Phonic Ear, a very powerful—and very awkward—hearing aid.
The Phonic Ear gives Cece the ability to hear—sometimes things she
shouldn’t—but also isolates her from her classmates. She really just wants to fit in
and find a true friend, someone who appreciates her as she is. After some
trouble, she is finally able to harness the power of the Phonic Ear and become
“El Deafo, Listener for All.” And more importantly, declare a place for herself in
the world and find the friend she’s longed for.
The Collared Kitten, a prestigious establishment serving a private and elite
clientele. What pleasures the Kittens are willing to provide will be reflected by
their owners care for them. During a 48 hour period some dark, terrifying secrets
are shockingly revealed in this beautifully brutal, erotic, and horrific story.
Penny's life is back to normal. As Penny starts the school year she's ready to
face the world - alone. Noah has gone off the radar after ending his world tour
early and no one, including Penny, knows where he is. So when she accepts
Megan's invitation to visit her performing arts school it seems like an opportunity
to make some new friends. Helping everyone else seems to be the right remedy.
Elliot needs her friendship more than ever, and she meets Posey - struggling with
stage fright and in need of support. But is charming Scottish boy Callum the right
kind of distraction? And can Penny truly move on when Noah's shadow seems to
haunt her round every corner? Book three in the number-one bestselling Girl
Online series.
A hilarious biography from YouTube sensation Caspar Lee (and his mom)! This
is a book about me. Unfortunately, I didn't write it--my mom did. WTF! Let me tell
you now that 98% of it is total lies. Actually, I'm pretty sure this book is illegal. So
if you've bought it, you've basically supported a criminal. How does that feel? I
think she's getting me back for my first day in this world when I may have tried to
kill her. She won't not be able to mention that. You might also find out about my
first day at school, why my head is so massive, how I've always been a hit with
the ladies and other things like that. You know, important stuff. Anyway, I found
the book at the printer and you'll see I've corrected some of her most outrageous
lies. So, you know, enjoy. Just remember only the bits that make me look good
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are true . . .
Psychiatrist Rodney H. Dweller recounts his experiences with suicidal patient
Nathaniel Snoxell, a musician who subsequently gets involved in the anarchist
punk scene, in a diary.
From London to Corsica to Paris -- as a young woman pursues the truth about
her late mother, two captivating love stories unfurl in this captivating novel from
the author of The Guest List. Kate Darling's enigmatic mother -- a once-famous
ballerina -- has passed away, leaving Kate bereft. When her grandmother falls ill
and bequeaths to Kate a small portrait of a woman who bears a striking
resemblance to Kate's mother, Kate uncovers a mystery that may upend
everything she thought she knew. Kate's journey to find the true identity of the
woman in the portrait takes her to some of the world's most iconic and indulgent
locales, revealing a love story that began in the wild 1920s and was disrupted by
war and could now spark new love for Kate. Alternating between Kate's presentday hunt and voices from the past, The Book of Lost and Found casts light on
family secrets and love -- both lost and found.
Goblin, a cheerful little homebody, lives in a cosy, rat-infested dungeon, with his
only friend, Skeleton. Every day, Goblin and Skeleton play with the treasure in
their dungeon. But one day, a gang of "heroic" adventurers bursts in. These
marauders trash the place, steal all the treasure, and make off with
Skeleton—leaving Goblin all alone! It's up to Goblin to save the day. But first he's
going to have to leave the dungeon and find out how the rest of the world feels
about goblins.
YouTube stars Dan Howell and Phil Lester tell the humorous story of growing up,
becoming YouTube stars, and give advice to their teen followers.
Channel 4's Gogglebox is one of the most loved shows on TV. Every week, more
than 7 million of us tune in to watch the nation's favourite telly fanatics as they
laugh and cry along with the TV. In doing so, we've fallen in love with being part
of the Gogglebox family. Now in this official companion, Gogglebook, for the first
time, we sit you on Britain's most famous sofas to find out what it's like to watch
tv with all your favourite households. Have a cup of tea with Leon and June, drink
from a pot noodle container with Sandra and Sandy, stroke the cats, pat the dogs
and laugh along with Stef and Dom, the Moffatts, Jenny and Lee and all the
fantastic Gogglebox gang. Remember all the year's big TV moments from all of
your favourite shows, and for the first time get the Goggleboxers take on classic
tv from the past - ever wanted to hear what Sandra and Sandy think about the
moon landings, or Leon and June thought of Princess Diana's wedding
dress?You'll also learn fascinating TV facts, get priceless Food and Drink tips
and even get the chance to play along at home with Gogglebox tv bingo
(#goggleboxbingo) This definitive collection of the wit and wisdom of Gogglebox,
covers Antiques Roadshow to Z-Cars and everything in between. Often funny,
sometimes moving, but always surprising, this is the perfect way to enjoy TV the
Gogglebox way.
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Evie, Amber and Lottie: three girls facing down tough issues with the combined
powers of friendship, feminism and cheesy snacks. Both hilarious and heartrending, this is Evie’s no-holds-barred story of struggling to live a “normal” teen
life in the grip of OCD, from the acclaimed author of The Manifesto on How to be
Interesting. Read the first chapter of Holly Bourne’s next book, How Hard Can
Love Be? – EXCLUSIVE to the ebook. "An involving look at feminism, friendship
and the secrets we hide even from those who know us best." - The Observer "An
epic and unique release this summer that I plead you all to pick up! This novel
has a distinct British feel with moments mixed with laughter, tainted with tears
and bound with love. Holly Bourne has created a beautiful tale." - Paper Trail YA
"This is not a novel about a condition: Evie’s condition is that of being a
contemporary young woman, and through her guerrilla feminist group with new
soulmates Lottie and Amber (who will each get a novel to themselves shortly)
she learns new pathways through life that all her peers can follow.” - The
Observer “This is quite easily Bourne's best novel yet. Might have been a tricky
subject matter, but it was funny and heartbreaking and thought-provoking.” - An
Awful Lot of Reading “I love the Spinsters Club, and I so want my own! What I
love is how Bourne breaks down these ideas so they are so accessible! ... There
are a few feminist YA stories out at the moment, but this is the first I've read that
actually talks about feminism and discusses how to be a feminist, and I think it
really could be a game changer! And I am so happy! I am so, so happy and
excited!” - Once Upon a Bookcase “This book was kind of astounding to me... I
got through Am I Normal Yet? in one sitting" - A Novel Youth "It’s not a book that
I can find fault with because it was just written so perfectly and so carefully and
sensitively. I just enjoyed it so much.” - Lucy the Reader Holly Bourne is
becoming something of a writing sensation in the world of Young Adult fiction...
Using humour, high emotion, compassion, sensitivity and some hard-hitting
drama, Bourne creates a beautiful, resonant story that tackles serious issues with
the lightest and sometimes darkest of touches, giving real and moving insights
into what it means to be young, confused and isolated. - Lancashire Evening
Post "My favourite YA book of 2015" - Words from a Reader
Eve gave up her belief in stories and magic after her mother's death, but a
mysterious birthday present takes her and a boy who claims to be a ghost on a
strange journey, to where their supposedly cursed town flourishes.
The first book by YouTube star Joe Sugg tells the story of Evie, a sociallyisolated teenage girl who struggles to fit in at high school. Always looking for a
way to escape, she spends her nights supporting her terminally-ill father, who is
tirelessly working on a computer program. When her father passes away, Evie is
forced to live with her aunt, uncle, and cousin-Mallory-who is the most popular
girl in school and the bane of Evie's existence. One night, as she's going through
her father's computer, Evie stumbles on a strange file that sucks her into a virtual
world. As Evie explores this strange, new land, she learns it was the project her
father was working so tirelessly on: a virtual Eden where Evie can get away and
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be herself. However, Evie is not alone; Mallory also discovers the world and her
presence causes the idyll to descend into chaos. Now Evie must save the virtual
world or lose her last connection to her father.
America is just now waking up to the business potential and problems of dealing
with a newly aggressive China. This guide covers such techniques as how to win
the real trust of the Chinese, how to follow customs Chinese understand, how to
negotiate a fair deal, and how to build a long-term business relationship. America
is just now waking up to the business potential and problems of dealing with a
newly aggressive China. And with this wake-up call comes an increasing need for
an authoritative, easy-to-read, practical guide to doing business with the Chinese.
The
In the bestselling tradition of Ella and Olivia, comes the first book in a new series
for early readers about best friends, Evie and Pog. High in a tree house live two
very best friends. One is a girl and one is a dog. And everyone knows them as
Evie and Pog. Evie is six years old. She likes knitting and jumping and books and
cake. Pog is a pug. He is two and likes to drink tea and read the newspaper. Evie
and Pog also love to have fun! Join them as they take off on three happy
adventures - Puppy School Mess, School Play Drama and Cake Stall Chaos.
"First published in the UK in 2015 by Hodder & Stoughton, a member of the
Hachette Book Group"--Title page verso.
In the bestselling tradition of Ella and Olivia, comes a further book in a new series
for early readers about best friends, Evie and Pog. High in a tree house live two
very best friends. Evie and Pog. A girl and a dog. Evie is six years old. She likes
reading and baking and rolling on the daisy-spot grass. Pog is a pug. He is two
and likes to drink tea and read the newspaper. He also likes fixing things. But
most of all, Evie and Pog love to have fun - especially at parties! Join them for
three further adventures - Book Parade, Art Show Muddle and Party Time!
Alfie Deyes is a prominent YouTuber and his 'Pointless' blog has amazing
figures: 1.6m subscribers, 5m views per month, 1m Twitter followers, 650k
Instagram and 480k Facebook followers. With all the humour and quirkiness of
Alfie's 'Pointless' YouTube site, this book is packed with a host of games, pranks,
and jokes.
Username: EvieRunning Press Adult
From award-winning YouTube sensation Zoe Sugg, popularly known as Zoella,
comes her New York Times bestselling debut young adult novel, which perfectly
captures what it means to grow up and fall in love in today’s digital world. I have
this dream that, secretly, all teenage girls feel exactly like me. And maybe one
day, when we realize that we all feel the same, we can all stop pretending we’re
something we’re not… But until that day, I’m going to keep it real on this blog and
keep it unreal in real life. Penny has a secret. Under the alias GirlOnline, Penny
blogs her hidden feelings about friendship, boys, high school drama, her crazy
family, and the panic attacks that have begun to take over her life. When things
go from bad to worse at school, her parents accept an opportunity to whisk the
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family away for Christmas at the Waldorf Astoria in New York City. There, Penny
meets Noah, a gorgeous, guitar-strumming American. Suddenly she is falling in
love—and capturing every moment she spends with "Brooklyn Boy" on her blog.
But Noah has a secret, too, one that threatens to ruin Penny’s cover—and her
closest friendship—forever.
A powerfully moving novel from a three-time Newbery Honor-winning author Evie
Thomas is not who she used to be. Once she had a best friend, a happy home
and a loving grandmother living nearby. Once her name was Toswiah. Now,
everything is different. Her family has been forced to move to a new place and
change their identities. But that's not all that has changed. Her once lively father
has become depressed and quiet. Her mother leaves teaching behind and clings
to a new-found religion. Her only sister is making secret plans to leave. And Evie,
struggling to find her way in a new city where kids aren't friendly and the terrain is
as unfamiliar as her name, wonders who she is. Jacqueline Woodson weaves a
fascinating portrait of a thoughtful young girl's coming of age in a world turned
upside down A National Book Award Finalist
Hello, this is Stampy--Minecraft superstar and host of the gaming channel
Stampy! Introducing the one and only official book about YouTube sensation
Stampy--by Stampy himself! From the worlds of Minecraft and Halo to Disney
Infinity and Skylanders, Stampy's lovely world grows more fun every day. That's
why Stampy's Lovely Book is full of games, activities, hilarious jokes, and
exclusive info about Stampy's friends. There's a Stampy cake bake (of course!),
a comic strip, silly challenges to try with your friends, and much more. If you're
one of Stampy's 6.5 million fans, then you NEED this book!
BOOK 1 IN THE USERNAME SERIES BY JOE SUGG Like anyone who feels as
though they just don't fit in, Evie dreams of a place of safety. When times are
tough, all she wants is a chance to escape from reality and be herself. Despite
his failing health, Evie's father comes close to creating such a virtual idyll.
Passing away before it's finished, he leaves her the key in the form of an app,
and Evie finds herself transported to a world where the population is influenced
by her personality. Everyone shines in her presence, until her devious cousin,
Mallory, discovers the app... and the power to cause trouble in paradise.
Eerie haunts and stories of apparitions stretch along the California coast from
Monterey Bay to the Channel Islands. James Dean's presence lingers at the site
of his deadly car crash on Highway 46, and a ghost-in-residence presides over
the Robert Louis Stevenson house in Monterey. Learn of the ghoulish murders of
the Reed family at the San Miguel Mission, the mysterious spirits that haunt the
Hearst Castle and the twisted tales of strange occurrences in what was once the
Camarillo State Hospital. Join author Evie Ybarra as she explores the
unexplained along this infamous coast.
In 2008, Thomas "TomSka" Ridgewell uploaded a short animated film to YouTube; he
called it asdfmovie. It has since been viewed more than 50 million times and has
spawned eight sequels and many, many dedicated fans. Now, for the first time, the
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weird and wonderful world of asdf has exploded onto the page in ART IS DEAD, a book
conceived and written by Tom and illustrated by Matt Ley. Featuring much-loved
characters from the films, as well as brand-new, never-before-seen comics and bonus
material - including the asdf origin story and Tom's own sketches - ART IS DEAD is a
comic book like no other. Expect trains, potatoes, suicidal muffins and jokes about
"death, destruction and things talking that don't normally talk", all wrapped up in book
so awkwardly shaped it will make your shelves look weird. (Sorry about that.)
BOOK 2 IN THE USERNAME SERIES Evie is safe at home, but her heart remains in
e.scape, the virtual world her father created for her. She's desperate to return, but the
app that transports her has corrupted in the great reboot. When besotted geek, Lionel,
offers to help, he doesn't just restore the gateway as she had planned. He opens up a
series of revelations that calls into question everything Evie treasures in life. With a
momentous discovery to be unearthed in the virtual realm, and an e.scape fugitive on
the loose in reality, can our sidelined schoolgirl save not one world but two?
Things haven't been easy for Jack recently - life as a teenager has its ups and downs.
But when he meets a new group of friends, who are every bit as geek as they are chic,
his luck seems to be changing. Each of the group is talented and when they pool
together to create Generation Next, an incredible new kind of social media platform, it's
clear that they're on to something special. What if your Instagram account grew by
hundreds of thousands of followers overnight, and big companies were fighting each
other to offer you photoshoots? When GenNext suddenly goes viral, Jack and his
friends are thrust into a crazy world of fame which is as terrifying as it is awesome.
Because someone out there is determined to trip Jack up at every step. If he doesn't
stop them, soon everyone he cares about - his friends, his family, and the girl he's
falling for - will be in danger...
Popular British YouTube star Marcus Butler “speaks with both honesty and sincerity”
(Booklist) in this irreverent memoir and big-brotherly advice book on how to be an
almost-adult. For a twenty-three-year-old, Marcus Butler knows a lot about life—and not
just from his own experiences, but from the millions of followers on YouTube who chat
with him on his irreverent channel, known for its mix of hilarious sketches, light-hearted
banter, and deeply empathetic take on serious issues. In this funny, colorful handbook,
the warm and totally down-to-earth star shares his trademark big-brotherly advice for
navigating the trickier aspects of modern living. Inside you’ll find Marcus’s thoughts
on: -Being healthy—including his nutritious eating tips, favorite gym-free exercises, and
butt-kicking hacks for getting in shape -Dating—from finding the courage to be yourself,
to banishing first-date nerves, to rebooting a broken heart -Surviving life crises—such as
his parents’ difficult divorce, the pain of watching a close friend spiral into anorexia and
self-harm, and his regrets over giving in to bullies and giving up on a sport he loved
-Getting the life you want—lessons for staying organized, handling pressure, thinking
positively, and breaking world records! Part autobiography, part self-help guide, Hello
Life! is a candid and playful look inside Marcus Butler’s life—the failures, the successes,
and the lessons he’s learned along the way.
All Amber wants is a little bit of love. Her mum has never been the caring type, even
before she moved to California, got remarried and had a personality transplant. But
Amber’s hoping that spending the summer with her can change all that. And then
there’s Kyle, the most American person Amber’s ever met. She can’t help liking him.
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But can he really be interested in her? Even with best friends Evie and Lottie’s advice,
Amber’s finding love is hard. Is it worth the fight? “I'm a big Holly Bourne fan and this is
my favourite yet. She writes with such humour and great honesty, with wonderfully
relatable characters. It's also refreshing to see feminism highlighted in such a positive
and relevant way for teenagers.” - Fiona Noble, The Bookseller ”Bourne talks about
feminism so openly and truthfully in her books and if you ever doubted the intelligence,
ability or passion of teenage girls read her books and you never will again.” Muchbooks reader review on Guardian Children's Books ”Written with humour and
warmth, Amber's story perfectly captures the emotional rollercoaster that is love:
embracing all its joy and pain, whether it be for family, friends or a gorgeous boy. A
really satisfying page turner.” - BookTrust ”Emotive and thought provoking this
searingly honest book deals with the biggest life lesson of all - nobody's perfect.” South Wales Daily Post ”Holly Bourne truly is the Queen of YA!” - Humaira Kauser,
age 17, for LoveReading4Kids ”Holly Bourne is hugely popular with the young adult
audience. The second instalment in her Normal series tells Amber's story of first love,
friendship and addiction.” - The Sunday Express ”Holly Bourne’s new novel
demonstrates that with the right female friends, and a decent supply of cheesy snacks,
a girl can get through anything... Well-written and thoughtful, this has a thoroughly
authentic twenty-first century teen voice and lightens serious issues with humour.” LoveReading4Kids ”When I received this book I let out a squeal... I really love this
series.” - Lucy the Reader "Hysterical" - Mslexia "The story is equal parts hilarious and
heart-wrenching... I cannot get over how many times I snorted out loud whilst reading
this book. You’ll have to read it to see for yourself" - Fable & Table “[Holly Bourne’s]
writing style keeps me hooked, makes me feel things and genuinely makes me think
hard about important issues. I cannot recommend her novels highly enough and I am
on a mission to read them all!” - Adventures of a Teenage Bookworm
Mammoth Books: From history to manga, true crime to sci-fi, these anthologies feature
top-name contributors and award-winning editors.
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